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Ecumenica: Performance and Religion attends to the combination of 
creativity, religion, and spirituality in expressive practice. A peer- 
reviewed journal, Ecumenica regards performance and religion as 
overlapping and o"en mutually-constituting categories, preferring 
no particular form of creative expression, and privileging no par-
ticular religious tradition. !e journal’s very aim is to consider the 
variety of modes in which creative and religious impulses might be 
realized.

Ecumenica’s interdisciplinary premise welcomes all critical 
approaches to such topics as performance art, theatre, ritual, con-
templative and devotional practices, and expressions of community. 
!e journal expects that performance and religion scholarship can 
add many more topics to this list.

!e journal publishes scholarly essays, book reviews, and perfor-
mance reviews, as well as interviews, plays, commentaries, and other 
relevant material. Ecumenica invites submissions from established 
and emerging scholars.

SUBMISSION INFORMATION

Ecumenica publishes work by established and emerging scholars, and 
welcomes submissions from artists and practitioners. To submit a 
manuscript, please visit www.editorialmanager.com/ecumenica. !e 
online system will guide you through the steps to upload your article 
to the editorial o#ce. Authors are re$uested to comply with the 
most recent MLA style for citations.

Please send in$uiries to the editor, editor@ecumenicajournal.org.

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

Ecumenica: Performance and Religion is published biannually by 
the Penn State University Press, 820 N. University Dr., USB 1-C, 
University Park, PA 16802. Subscriptions, claims, and changes of 
address should be directed to the Press’s subscription services with 
the Johns Hopkins University Press, P.O. Box 19966, Baltimore, MD 
21211, phone 1-800-548-1784 (outside the United States and Canada: 
410-516-6987), jrnlcirc@press.jhu.edu. Subscribers are re$uested to 
notify the Press and their local postmaster immediately of change of 
address. All correspondence of a business nature, including permis-
sions and advertising, should be addressed to Penn State University 
Press, journals@psu.edu.
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President Donald Trump’s Photo Op in Front of  
S!. John’s Church
Washin!ton, DC. "une 1, 2020.

DOI: 10.5325/ECUMENICA.13.2.0231 

!  P E R F O R M A N C E  R E V I E W S  "

On June 1, 2020, President Donald Trump made headlines in a photo that 
showed him holding a Christian Bible in front of St. John’s Episcopal 
Church in Washington, DC. News outlets’ opinion sections and reli-
gious #gures across the country, such as the Bishop of the Episcopal 
Diocese o$ Washington, condemned the photo op, citing the forcible 
removal of Black Lives Matter protestors from the area as unnecessary 
and cruel. %ese actions, many argued, &ew in the face of the religious 
ideology on which Trump was attempting to capitalize. To these editori-
alists, Trump’s religious performance was inauthentic. %is overwhelm-
ing response insists that we ask: what makes a religious performance 
authentic?

In the introduction to their book Performance and Authenticity in the 
Arts, Salim Kemal and Ivan Gaskell posit: “Only an appropriate mode 
of worship generates a sound sense of authenticity.”' %is re&ection 
relies on the ambiguous modi#er appropriate as the de#ning feature of a 
religious performance’s authenticity. In the Christian tradition, church 
buildings are sites of worship and prayer. Trump chose the church as 
his principal stage for its appropriate-ness and the assumed authentic-
ity the building could provide. However, the con&ict between the use 
of chemical agents to clear Lafayette S(uare and Trump’s subse(uent 
endorsement of harsh punishment for the protestors with the church 
backdrop undermined any claim of Christian authenticity. More in- 
appropriate was the absence of any semblance of worship at St. John’s. 
As noted in the news, “It was the #rst time in history that a president 
has visited the church without prayer playing any role in the visit.”) 
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%e president’s actions on June 1 failed to meet the expectations of an 
appropriate mode of worship and, by  extension, did not generate a sound 
sense of authenticity.

At 6:43 p.m. ET Trump began speaking in the Rose Garden of the 
White House. His speech—his #rst national address about the death 
of George Floyd and the widespread Black Lives Matter protests that 
followed—was uncharacteristically direct. His delivery mirrored that 
of a sermon: clear and solemn. Unlike his traditionally meandering 
speeches, the address evoked a sense of calm and control that Trump 
rarely, if ever, displayed. However, his rhetoric abused the sermonizing 
tone and propagated an “us versus them” divide—law and order versus 
the “angry mob.”+ With phrases like “Our nation has been gripped by 
professional anarchists, violent mobs, arsonists, looters, rioters, Antifa, 
and others” and “%ese are not acts of peaceful protest,” Trump (uashed 
any attempt at fomenting national unity., Instead, his militant moral-
izing was directed to his supporter base—those throughout the country 
who would hear the President’s words as an authentic sermon. Indeed, 
Trump directly drew on Christian connections in the second half of 
his speech while simultaneously dismissing the peaceful protests as dan-
gerous: “[%e protests] are acts of domestic terror. %e destruction of 
innocent life and the spilling of innocent blood is an o-ense to human-
ity and a crime against God.”. %e invocation of God at this moment 
in his speech—not to condemn the violence committed against George 
Floyd or the countless other Black Americans whom excessive force 
has killed, but to proselytize to his fan base and to dismiss the First 
Amendment rights of Americans—a/rms the ambiguity of Kemal’s and 
Gaskell’s modi#er. Trump appropriated the theatrical aspects of a tra-
ditional sermon to make a gesture at religious authenticity. But rather 
than bringing the national conversation toward peace, Trump’s sermon 
sought to embolden a particular sect of religious followers and to dis-
miss the racial prejudice of the moment.

Prior to Trump’s speech, the National Guard scattered and drove 
o- Black Lives Matters protestors from Lafayette S(uare. At 6:10 p.m. 
ET, Attorney General William Barr was photographed meeting with 
law enforcement outside of the park. It was later con#rmed by multiple 
news sources that he was there to ensure that Lafayette S(uare would 
be cleared for the President. By the time Trump began his speech a 
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half-hour later, police and the National Guard had used “smoke  canisters, 
shields, pepper balls, and horses to force demonstrators from the park 
to H Street.”0 Moments a1er Trump’s speech and the securing of the 
park, and  accompanied by an entourage including his daughter, son-in-
law, Attorney General Barr, Secretary of Defense Mark Esper, and Army 
General Mark Milley, the president walked through Lafayette S(uare to 
St. John’s Episcopal Church. Trump’s daughter Ivanka handed him a Bible 
and he posed for pictures in front of the church, #rst, alone, and then 
with some of the o/cials who had accompanied him. He then returned to 
the White House. %e entire excursion took just over ten minutes.

%e modi#er appropriate weighs heavily on Trump’s actions. Many 
past presidents have posed for photographs in front of churches and have 
called on Christian ideas at fraught times in history. However, Trump 
chose to combine theatrical worship—the photo at St. John’s—with the 
violent removal of the protestors. In doing so, he tainted the religious per-
formance, muddying its appropriateness and instigating a series of events 
that proved more publicity stunt than authentic religious act. Because 
his militant speech prior to the photo op and his choice not to pray at 
St. John’s seemed divorced from any truthful religious practice, Trump’s 
actions may be best understood as a political appeal to his evangelical 
Christian voter base, many of whom support the law and order vision his 
sermon preached.

Posing with a Bible—even while Trump looked at it as though it was a 
foreign object—cra1ed an image of religious devotion. Voters could cer-
tainly read the photos as symbols of God’s leadership in the United States. 
Trump might have known the history of St. John’s and was likely coun-
seled on what believing supporters would ascribe to the photo. However, 
Trump miscalculated the anger of the masses at the rhetoric of his ser-
mon, his cruel treatment of the protestors in the park, and his cavalier dis-
regard for the sanctity of traditional worship. His personal lack of belief 
is apparent in his strange handling of the ritual object of the Bible and 
his unwillingness to undertake any traditional prayer within the church 
or outside. %e appropriateness of the performance extends no further 
than what the still photo can show to a select audience of viewers. Instead, 
its inappropriate action produced something fallow and inauthentic for 
the American populace at large. President Trump did not recognize that 
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“paying [his] respects to a very, very special place” re(uired more than a 
ten-minute, violently organized, photo op.2

JOSEPH MAYBLOOM is an MA candidate in %eatre at Hunter College. His  primary 
areas of interest include the portrayal of Jewishness in performance (particularly 
in the Middle Ages), witchcra1’s in&uence on early modern performance themes, 
and contemporary (ueer performance. He presented his paper, “Staging an Unholy 
Conversion in %e Croxton Play of the Sacrament,” at the 2019 ATHE Conference. 
Joe graduated as the class valedictorian from Marymount Manhattan College, where 
he received his BA in %eatre Arts with concentrations in %eatre History and 
Performance Texts and %eatre Performance. In addition to his work at Hunter, Joe 
serves as Director of Undergraduate Admissions and Enrollment Operations at %e 
Jewish %eological Seminary.
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Everything Is Wonderful
Written by Chelsea Mercantel. Directed by Noah 
Himmelstein
Philadelphia %eatre Company / Suzanne 3oberts %eatre, Philadelphia, P4. 
February 15, 2020.

DOI: 10.5325/ECUMENICA.13.2.0235

Philadelphia %eatre Company underwent a tumultuous year with pres-
sures from the press and patrons due to the fact that the season featured no 
playwrights of color. While this programming misstep is not be ignored, 
the season strives toward a level of intimacy with its audience that is 
de1ly achieved in Everything is Wonderful, as it was with 2019’s A Small Fire 
and hopefully would have been in their spring 2020 production of Sarah 
Delappe’s !e Wolves, which was canceled due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Everything is Wonderful explores a local phenomenon and culture, bridging 
the gap between Amish Pennsylvania and urban Philadelphia.

Everything is Wonderful, by up and coming playwright Chelsea 
Mercantel, presents an intimate and pastoral meditation on faith and for-
giveness, dreamily directed by Noah Himmelstein. %e narrative concerns 
a grieving Amish family headed by the amiable but mournfully tired patri-
arch, Jacob (William Zielinski), stoic mother, Esther (Blair Sams), and 
gentle eighteen-year-old Ruth (Stephanie Hodge). We learn early on that 
Ruth’s two older brothers, Levi and Joshua, have died in a bu5y- related 
incident, and that her sister, Miri (Katie Kleiger), is seemingly missing in 
action. %e plot thickens when a troubled “English” (non-Amish) stranger, 

https://slate.com/human-interest/2020/06/st-johns-church-rector-rob-fisher-trump-photo-op.html.
https://slate.com/human-interest/2020/06/st-johns-church-rector-rob-fisher-trump-photo-op.html.
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-by-the-president-39/.
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-by-the-president-39/.
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Eric (J. Hernandez), arrives uninvited and it is revealed that he was the 
driver responsible for Levi and Joshua’s deaths. Rather than being ostra-
cized from and berated by the family, Eric is at once forgiven for the 
accident and welcomed into Jacob and Esther’s home as he seeks a path to 
recovery from depression and alcoholism.

While one plot unfolds, the play transcends the boundaries of time 
and space and, with seamless transitions, propels us back into the life of 
the aforementioned Miri. While the word “rape” is never spoken through-
out the play, it is revealed that Miri was assaulted by a friend of the fam-
ily, Abram (Lucky Gretzinger). In a mirage of &ashbacks, we learn that 
the community forgives Abram a1er he publicly confesses, catapulting 
Miri into increased trauma and resulting in her decision to abandon her 
Amish roots. Because she was baptized in her adulthood, she is shunned 
by her family and the greater community and ultimately is not forgiven 
for  leaving. %is provides a strong contrast to the community’s response 
to Abram, who is forgiven for his crime. Miri’s arc raises (uestions of 
the blurred shades of accountability and consent that resonate critically 
throughout the play. When she abruptly returns to her family’s farm mid-
way through Act I to #nd the welcomed and forgiven Eric sleeping in 
the barn, (uestions of the ethical justi#cations of forgiveness are further 
highlighted as she remains unwelcome and unforgiven, forced to sleep 
and eat outside.

%e play’s complex relationship to faith proves gripping. %e medita-
tive (uality of the staging, o1en shrouded in a deafening silence, distilled 
the outer tran(uility and the inner turmoil of the characters on stage. 
Dueling chemistry between the play’s two outcasts, Eric and Miri, played 
de1ly and passionately by two experienced staged actors, tied the loose 
ends of the play together as they seek to absolve, and be absolved by, their 
families. A lack of consistency in accent work was mildly distracting, but 
the research put into honestly and imaginatively portraying Amish indi-
viduals was e-ective and profoundly captivating.

%e scenic design by Daniel Ettinger consisted of one set, which 
transformed to represent multiple spaces, both indoors and outdoors. 
%e design consisted of a lo1-like structure, indicating the outside of 
the house, the porch, and the barn. Stage le1 of this included a homey 
kitchen setting. Lighting by Cory Pattak consisted of subtle hues that 
indicated morning or night fall contrasted with harsh, distilled blackouts 
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that abridged each scene and served as a catalyst for stark changes in tone. 
%e lighting and set changes were performed delicately, but with purpose. 
%e e-ective use of minimalism was be#tting of the setting and the values 
of the Amish characters #lling the stage.

Sound design and original music by Pornchanok Kanchanabanca 
carried the play with dramatic overtones, soothing tran(uil ambiance, 
and a rhythmic undertone that felt both anti(uated and contemporary, 
representing the dueling ideologies between the Amish and the English 
lifestyles. A similar duality was demonstrated in Janus Stefanowicz’s cos-
tumes, further alienating the English characters, Miri and Eric, from the 
Amish family. In intermittent &ashback scenes, Miri, her sister Ruth, and 
her mother, Esther, each wore a shade of melancholy blue, while the men 
were in brighter pinks and greens. %e shades of blue embodied both dif-
ference and solidarity between the three women, who each hold di-erent 
perspectives but ultimately come to share the same values. Stefanowicz’s 
English ensembles consisted of simple day to day wear, but e-ectively con-
trasted with the traditionalist garments of the family. %e costumes, and 
more speci#cally the fact that at certain points characters wore costumes 
a/liated with the “opposite” culture furthered the theme of blurred ide-
ology running within the tensions between the English and the Amish.

%e content of the play surrounds an obedience and disobedience to 
the behavior of the Ordnung, or the guiding principles of faith and action 
upheld by the Amish community. For some of the characters, the Ordnung 
must be upheld, while for others it must be done away with in order to 
achieve true virtue. %e Ordnung is brought up throughout the play as a 
guiding principle of light and faith as well as a vehicle of grievance and 
oppression. For Miri, speci#cally, the Ordnung represents a disrespect to 
the autonomy of her own body, which is further extended to her own 
mind when pushed to forgiveness. Likewise, the concept of forgiveness 
is the true wild card of this play. In an early &ashback, Miri discusses her 
attack with her father who encourages her not only to forgive Abram 
for the violence he enacted against her but to marry him regardless in an 
attempt to salvage her own soul (there is also an implicit understanding 
that her reputation will be saved as well). He tells Miri to move on from 
her anger, stating that “forgiveness is a choice. Reconciliation is a jour-
ney.” %is motto carries through the play as Miri must not only grapple 
with what Abram did to her as a teenager but also come to terms with her 
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family’s excommunication of her, and her own inability to accept Eric and 
forgive him for what he did to her two brothers as her father has been able 
to do. Mercantel traverses dangerous, but never murky, waters. Her very 
point is that forgiveness is a complex beast that must be approached from 
a place of personal reckoning and not from a societally imposed ideology.

%e religious and societal values discussed in the play all circle back 
to a discussion between a teenage Miri and Abram, who asks, “Is heaven 
having all the food in the world or is it never being hungry?” %e answer is 
easy for Jacob, who has disowned worldliness and self-serving devices; he 
avows that heaven is never being hungry or never yearning for what isn’t 
a bare necessity. For Jacob, faith and faith alone are enough to feed his 
soul. For the ambitious Miri and the lustful Abram, the answer is easily 
the opposite. %ey relish in the innate concept of human need, which is to 
say, they have needs that are not being met in the life they lead. However, 
with love for their families and trust in the process that raised them, they 
choose to become baptized. It is only a1er Miri faces the unbearable that 
she chooses to leave and faces the subse(uent excommunication. Arguably, 
for Miri the unbearable was not the rape itself, but the a1ermath: the fact 
that her father was not there to hold her hand as Abram confessed; the 
fact that the community absolved him of his sins, viewing the crime as an 
act of indulgence, rather than an act of violence; and the fact that the men 
in this play could be forgiven for rape and murder, but she could not be 
forgiven for leaving.

To Jacob, forgiveness is everything. But it is only the #rst step. 
Reconciliation is the true journey. What sets the Amish religion apart is, 
according to Mercantel, is how easily they are able to forgive outsiders 
for misdoings against one of their own, but how deeply the thought of 
internal betrayal cuts. %us, we are shown the (uick and easy forgiveness 
of Eric and the slow and steady burn of contention against Miri. %is 
play casts a timely shadow of doubt as well as appreciation for the trials 
of women as experienced by the three female characters. Esther balances 
anguish over losing her daughter and her two sons met with a sense of 
civil duty she feels she owed her community. Ruth chooses family and 
faithfulness over marital responsibility. Miri looks inward to #nd solace 
and acceptance of the life she was forced to inhabit. All three women 
come together in unexpected ways and, without putting a bow on the 
ending, prove that this play is, in fact, a song of solidarity for women who 
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have been abused by a patriarchal system. Neither approving nor disap-
proving of both the Amish and the English lifestyles, this play su5ests a 
cohabitation of faiths and a deeply rooted sense of both forgiveness and 
trust that is amenable to either community.

MELISSA STURGES  holds a BA from New York University and an MA from 
Villanova University. She is pursuing a PhD at the University of Maryland–College 
Park. Her research interests include gender and sexuality, disability, and dramaturgy.

Mahabara!a
!dapted by Geetha "eddy and featurin# Pankaj $ha 
Directed by Michael Socrates Moran.
6buntu %eater. Oakland, California. November 15–December 15, 2019. 

DOI: 10.5325/ECUMENICA.13.2.0239

Tucked away in the corner of Oakland’s FLAX Art Supply store is a small 
makeshi1 space turned into the 6buntu %eater.1 When you settle in, 
 #nding a seat among the two rows of chairs neatly arranged along the 
aisle, you notice a string above you, precariously holding a lotus upside 
down. On either end of the room, there are small stools holding cups of 
chai. Here, the great Indian epic of the Mahabharata is told—not over 
twelve days as the 100,000 slokas are traditionally narrated without 
a break, but over twelve minutes. Not in an imposing and opulent set 
(something South Asians growing up in South Asia might expect) but at a 
minimalist, intimate gathering of people separated by a shimmering aisle 
running through the length of the space, and a se(uined, glittery fabric 
sky. Not by a multitude of cast members, as the eighteen-parva grand epic 
warrants, but by a single performer: Pankaj Jha, the story’s itihasavid, the 
historian/storyteller/performer in the Sanskrit tradition, the one who has 
the knowledge of the past.

Even before our self-proclaimed itihasavid collapses on the ground, 
breathless, bearing the weight of the epic to be narrated in twelve minutes, 
tracked with the help of a timer ticking in real time, the show begins with 
a set of rituals. Not having any visual markers, such as curtains or wings, 
to frame the performance and demarcate it from “nonperformance,” there 
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are auditory markers traditionally associated with Hindu rituals—such 
as the sound of bells, the conch shell, and a disembodied voice chanting 
“Om” at least ten times. A1er o-ering cups of chai to some of the spec-
tators, and rolling the dice to decide which story from the Mahabharata 
to narrate, Jha begins her one-performer show in a familiar South Asian 
tradition of oral storytelling: people gathered around a storyteller/narra-
tor who embodies di-erent characters and animates episodes of a story, 
each listener/audience member eventually becoming a part of the chain 
of oral transmission, therefore each complicit in its narrations and its era-
sures. Jha reinvokes the (uestions of historiography—who tells the story 
to whom and who arranges the story in what way. Introducing Vyasa as 
the “arranger” of the episodes of the epic, they (uestion—“Who is going 
to stop me from arranging it my way? . . . Who is to say the Mahabharata 
is not to be told today in a place like this, to people like you, by a person 
like me?”

While the arrangement of the stories seems to be dictated by the roll-
ing of the dice, we are told that what story emerges is also prescribed by 
destiny, therefore playing on the concepts of not only agency and prede-
termination but also bearing a reference to a prescripted play—a reference 
of metatheatricality that surfaces repeatedly and intermittently through-
out the performance. Jha, being a storyteller who shi1s in and out of char-
acters, embodies the characters without losing a third-person perspective 
of the narrative—in a way, they are both a performer and a spectator, both 
history and its observer/reader. %e Itihasavid connects not only history 
with narrative but also how the stories are told and who tells them with 
ideas of agency, choice, and power dynamics.

%e story glides e-ortlessly between the past, present, and future. Jha 
embodies and enacts a &uidity of time and narration by transforming 
from a con&icted Kunti by the riverside, letting her #rst-born illegitimate 
son, Karna, &oat away, to a “man-ish woman princess” Chitrangada desir-
ing Arjun, to an elegant and poised Draupadi judging the participants in 
her swayamvara (a competition for her suitors), and to the androgynous 
Shikhandini/Shikhandi, destined to avenge Bhishma’s wrongdoings from 
her past life as Amba and #ght in the Kurukshetra war for the Pandavas 
against the Kauravas. While narrating the stories of these (nonbinary) 
women characters from the epic, Jha points our attention to the notion of 
choices dwindling from “in#nite possibilities to one to none.”
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Jha’s energy on stage is palpable. %e intimate setting of the perfor-
mance allows the audience to watch the minute facial expressions, the 
slight bent brow, and the sweat that trickles down their hand, the slight 
tilt of their head, a wise smile, all contributing to the di-erent levels and 
layers of the narration. Jha claims the space, transforming it from a shared 
space of casual (and even jocular) conversations with the audience to a 
charged space of Draupadi’s vastraharan, the lotus dangling precariously 
from a string transforming into an endless stream of fabric from the heav-
ens exhibiting ex(uisite theatrical precision and spectacle, to an energetic 
battle#eld lasting for eighteen days, as and when the story demands.2

With scattered metatheatrical interjections throughout the narration 
(addressing the purist so-called Uncles and Aunties, breaking out of char-
acter[s] and making reference to the 1980s TV series telecast in the early 
days of Indian television), the script by Geetha Reddy is clever, nuanced, 
humorous, and critical in examining the deep nexus among history, sto-
rytelling, agency, and the power in framing narratives. %e program note 
from the artistic director and the director, Michael Socrates Moran, 
also con#rms this emphasis—“%is play also deals with what’s happening 
now, for all of us here in the United States. Whose stories are retold and 
repeated? What stories are skipped over? Who gets to tell them? Who are 
we to be the author, claim authorship or be the authority? Who are we 
not to be?”

What the show truly accomplishes is a dynamism achieved through its 
&uidity in various realms—a kind of in-betweenness of space, aesthetics, 
gender, and performance. While the show dismantles the preconceived 
notion of an epic to be told through a large-scale grandiose narration, 
it also manages to desacralize it while maintaining its philosophical and 
spiritual core. %is &uidity also brings to light for the audience the socio-
political and cultural fabric of the epic, some of which are (uite intrinsi-
cally interwoven in the social structures even today, be it in India or the 
United States. Karla Hargrave’s minimalistic set design adopts a “poor 
theater” aesthetic, Regina Evans’s adaptable costumes and Stephanie 
Anne Johnson’s strategic lighting design ensure that the audience remem-
bers to pay as much attention to the metaphors as to the literal meaning 
of the stories. It is as if by freeing the piece from the external theatrical 
trappings, it achieves a higher level of freedom and &exibility, and the 
traditionally underrepresented stories—hidden away in the underbelly of 
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this powerful epic centering around primarily the upper-caste, patriar-
chal, heteronormative royal families—are unsettled, troubled, and shown 
in new light.

%e predominant dilemma of the narrative that centers around the 
theme of a war against one’s own family and (uestions of what constitutes 
victory and defeat seem to be resolved by Krishna’s responses to Arjuna’s 
(uestions, recorded in the Bhagavad Gita, an episode that is part of the 
epic itself. But returning to the themes of authorship, ownership, and 
the responsibility of spectatorship, Jha reminds us of the multiple layers 

FIGURE 1. Photo courtesy of Carson French.
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of storytelling that Mahabharata is: Vyasa narrates the epic to Ganesha, 
Ganesha scribes it with his broken tusk, Sanjaya (with his divine vision, 
divya-drishti, a power granted to him by Vyasa, enabling him to see things 
from a distance) narrates the story of the Kurukshetra war to the blind 
Dhritarashtra, father of the Kauravas, and Krishna reveals the Gita to 
Arjuna. All these layers swirl in concentric circles of storytelling and spec-
tatorship. Asserting the repeatability of these oral narrations and prophe-
sizing the inevitability of its repetition, Jha ends (or, rather, pauses) the 
performance, by passing on the baton to us—“It is ours . . . we will make 
allowances, but we will not forget!”

SUKANYA CHAKRABARTI , an artist-scholar and Assistant Professor at the School 
o$ %eatre and Dance, San Francisco State University (SFSU), received her doc-
toral degree in %eater and Performance Studies from Stanford University. She was 
formerly Visiting Assistant Professor in %eatre Studies at the School o$ %eatre, 
Florida State University. Dr. Chakrabarti's research has been published in peer-re-
viewed journals such as Indian !eatre Journal, Modern Drama, Asiatic: IIUM Journal 
of English Language and Literature, and Emergency Index. Her performance practice, 
scholarship, and teaching lie in the intersection of postcolonial studies, globalization 
studies, and urban studies, with a focus on South Asian theatre and performance 
studies, transcultural theatre and performance, experimental devised performances, 
and  community-based performance-making.

NOTES

1. %e Ubuntu %eater Project recently changed its name to the Oakland %eater 
Project.

2. Having been wedded to #ve husbands, Draupadi’s chastity was (uestioned by the 
Kaurava brothers in the Mahabharata. %e Kaurava brothers brought her to the court, 
during a game of dice, with the intention of humiliating her. Dushasana, one of the 
Kaurava brothers attempted to disrobe her, but Krishna answered Draupadi’s prayers 
by protecting her with endless layers of fabric. %is moment in the Mahabharata, 
an intersection of indignity and empowerment, of disgrace and miraculous protec-
tion, has been referred to as the scene of Draupadi’s vastraharan, literally meaning 
“disrobement.”
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